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Abstract
The effect of ultrasonic vibrations on the self-assembly and phase
separation of nanorods and nanospheres is investigated. Such deposits of rod-sphere mixture on SiO2 surface, dried during ultrasonic
vibrations, are compared with static nanoparticle deposits. Phaseseparation at various positions of the coffee-stain ring for both of the
cases is evaluated. The ensuing phase separation under ultrasonic
agitation is found more noticeable than the one ensemble through
static drying. Also, shape separated nanoparticle deposits are studied at various positions of the coffee-stain ring and discuss in relation with steric interaction.
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Introduction
Self-assembly of nano entities is a prevailing methodology for
building colloidal crystals, where different shapes can build up
several joint structures. The optical, electrical and chemical properties
of these structures are mainly determined by their nature and
arrangement of phases. The onset of these phenomena is also possible
in biological problems such as micro-compartmentalization [1,2].
Similarly study of the interaction of various shaped nanoparticles
with cell membranes is necessary in treatment and gene transport
[3-6]. In view of importance of these structures, the phase behavior
of rod-sphere mixture has been investigated theoretically [7-11]
experimentally [12-18] and via simulations [19,20]. Despite these
efforts, however, the complete behavior of such effects still needs to
be thoroughly understood.
In droplet evaporation technique, convictive flow towards three
phase contact line, induced by the faster evaporation at the edges
than the center, happens [18]. This phenomenon not only causes
transport of concentration of suspended nonentities, but also assists
the spatial rearrangement of their deposits [18,21-24]. Droplet drying
is a multifaceted process and, therefore, challenging to understand
and control it [22]. Despite the non-equilibrium nature of the drying
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suspension, the consequential deposits have key role in printing
[22], biological patterning [25,26] self-assembly [18,27] and related
fabrications [28,29]. For rod-sphere mixtures, the conviction flow,
aforementioned, somehow sets up shape-depended forces [18]. Such
convictive forces and the related droplet dynamics may assist further
the shape-separation effect.
Mutual interactions between large sized (˃ ~ 100 nm) particles
are albeit fairly understood but one still needs to understand the
formation of bigger superstructures for which the interaction
between nano entities plays a key role. Such knowledge is helpful in
knowing the nature of forces (electrostatic, van der Waals, steric, and
entropic) at Nano scale [30]. In phase separation mechanism, besides
these forces, entropy also plays a significant role [31-34]. In diluted
systems, for instance, entropy can affect both attractive and repulsive
interactions; whereas in dense systems, the same can induce driving
force to facilitate order [30]. However, in case of surfactant coated
nanoparticles it is believed [18] that the short range steric interaction
is the most dominant agent to part different shapes from each other in
suspension. As such, the interaction of surfactant molecules around
the nanoparticles at their closest approach is recognized as steric
interaction [30].
Ultrasonic vibrations act as a mechanical disturbance in the form
of pressure waves through a medium. In case of liquid this disturbance
generates energy which induces fluctuations that tend to enhance
interactions among the stabilizing layers around nanoparticles in
suspension. To understand the role of this interaction particularly in
shape separation, it is important to study the suspensions’ deposits
under fluctuations. Vibrating assisted deposition is thus important
to unveil features that could possibly be used to understand shape
separation phenomenon. This technique is also used in fabrication
of transistors [35] and nanowires [36] and is crucial in medical
diagnostic techniques and related applications [37-41]. Recently,
it has also been used [42] in thin-film and photovoltaic solar cell
devices. Steric interaction, therefore, can play an important role in
shape-separation of various nanostructures.
In the present work, the effect of ultrasonic vibrations on the
gold nanoparticles deposition particularly the rod-sphere mixture
at various locations of the coffee-stain ring is investigated. The
scenario is compared with the one without vibration (static). The
phase-separation of rods and spheres are observed almost in a similar
fashion at various positions of the coffee-stain ring as observed
previously [18]. Under ultrasonic vibrations, we have observed even
more prominent shape dependent separation of rod-sphere deposits
at various places of the coffee-stain ring.

Experimental Techniques
Materials
Cetyltrimethyl Ammonium Bromide (CTAB, Sigma Aldrich,
98%), Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (HAuCl4.3H2O, 99.999%, Aldrich),
silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99%, Acros), ascorbic acid (AA, 99%, Merck),
sodium borohydrate (NaBH4, 99%, Aldrich), hydrochloric acid (HCl,
37%, Merck), were all used as received without further purification.
Water, used for synthesis, was of Milli-Q quality (18.2 cm), produced
in a Simplicity 185 system (Millipore).
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Synthesis and deposition

Results

The 2-step seed mediated protocol explained by Nikoobakht and
El-Sayed [43] was used to make gold nanorods. First CTAB coated
seed particles were synthesized by mixing 25 µL of HAuCl4 (0.1M)
with 10 mL of CTAB (0.1M). Then 60 µL of ice cold NaBH4 (0.1M)
was added with uninterrupted stirring for 5 minutes. The resulting
solution abruptly turned light brown displaying the creation of gold
seeds. The solution was kept at room temperature for at least one
hour to achieve saturated seed growth.

On hydrophilic surface, the droplet of nanoparticles suspension
left behind ring like deposits, coffee-stain effect [18,44]. Initial deposits
of rod-sphere mixture at the outer edge of the coffee stain ring are
shown Figure 1. Due to the low concentration of nanoparticles close
to the contact line, deposits looked more systematic and almost
oriented in the same direction. Figures 2 (A) and 2 (C) display initial
deposits resulted from static drying at the outer edge of the coffee stain
ring. Deposits in this case seemed largely directed by convictive flow
towards the contact line. Long side-by-side ribbons of gold nanorods
were separated by mostly spheres and some rods. This effect is evident
from 3-4 micron area of coffee stain ring. Figures 2 (B) and 2 (D)
show similar deposits but this time induced/assisted by ultrasonic
vibrations. Broken short ribbons of nanorods were observed arranged
side-by-side and oriented in all possible directions. No substantial
existence of nanospheres was observed within inter-ribbon space.

For the synthesis of Aspect Ratio (AR) 6 gold nanorods, the
growth solution was made by mixing 50 µL of HAuCl4 (0.1M) with
10 mL of CTAB (0.1M). This solution was placed at 33°C for at least
one hour to completely dissolve the CTAB with continuous stirring.
Henceforth, while keeping the solution at room temperature, 20 µL
of AgNO3 (0.1M) was introduced. Then 70 µL of ascorbic acid (0.1M)
was added followed by 100 µL of HCl (1M). Finally, 25 µL of seed
solution was introduced into the growth solution. The resulting
solution was left uninterrupted overnight at room temperature.
On the next day, the nanoparticles suspensions were centrifuged
at 15000 rpm for 10 minutes to eliminate the excess CTAB. Likewise,
the similar growth solution was centrifuged again at 5600 rpm for 5
minutes to separate some spheres from nanorods. The supernatant
comprising of mainly nanorods was separated carefully from the
precipitate at the bottom of the centrifuge tube; which contained
mostly spheres. The nano rod suspensions were stored in refrigerator.
For drop casting, SiO2 substrates were cleaned in ultrasonic bath
in distilled water for 10 minutes. The substrates were rinsed with
distilled water and dried in nitrogen flow. Droplets (5 µL) for each case
were placed on the clean SiO2 substrate. For static drying the droplet
was placed on substrate and allowed to dry at room temperature.
The solvent was completely evaporated within two hours leaving a
'coffee-stain'-like ring on the substrate. In the second experiment, the
substrate was first placed in petri dish and a droplet of nanoparticles
suspension was deposited on it. The droplet gradually dried under
ultrasonic agitated condition at a frequency of 60 kHz. This ultrasonic
agitation was induced in a HBM 2.5 L Ultrasonic Cleaner filled with
water.

Characterization techniques
Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy technique was used
to determine optical absorbance of ultra-violet and visible light
on passage through a material. All measurements were carried out
using Ocean Optics HR 2000+ spectrometer operated using the
Spectra-Suite software package combined with a Mikropack UVVIS light source (model DH-2000-BAL). Since water with suspended
nanoparticles was used, standard semi-micro UV cuvettes with
dimensions 12.5 mm×12.5 mm×45 mm for the optical analysis was
utilized; the distance through the liquid was 10 mm. The capacity
of cuvettes used was 1.5 mL enabling analysis of smaller volumes of
suspensions.
Imaging of deposits were performed using high resolution
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM; on a Merlin Zeiss 1550 system,
for our samples. Typical voltages were in the range 0.1-30 kV to
accelerate and electromagnetically focus electrons onto the sample.
Part of electron beam back scattered off sample to produce secondary
electrons. The relevant detector converted electrical signal from these
electrons into an image. Images were taken at accelerating voltage of
2 kV.
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The portion of a whole contact line with deposits at initial,
intermediate, and vanishing evaporative droplet locations is
displayed in detail for both static and vibrated systems, Figures 3 and
4. A patch of a coffee-stain ring for static droplet along with some
magnified portions is shown in Figure 3 (A). The outer region of the
coffee-stain ring enclosed by red line, Figure 3 (B), displays stripes of
alternating aligned rods separated by spheres. The yellow rectangle,
Figure 3 (C), is the middle region showing dense superstructures
breaking the stripes-like structures. The phase separation of rods and
spheres, however, still remains intact. In the inner region, dodger blue
rectangle, Figure 3 (D), massive three-dimensional columnar phases
of rods and hexagonal close packed spheres can be clearly observed.
This result is easily reproducible and is similar to the one reported
previously [18] with the sole difference of deposit structures in the
inner region of the ring. Deposits in the present case are multilayered
and very dense. This might be due to the higher density (24% higher
than the one reported earlier [18] of nanoparticles in the solution of
the present work.
Interesting results were acquired when similar gold nanoparticles
suspension was deposited on SiO2 substrate and evaporated during
ultrasonic vibrations. Figure 4 (A) shows a section of the coffee-stain
ring like deposits. Ribbon-like arrays of nanorods, bright regions,
assembled side-by-side nanorods are clearly visible at the periphery
of the outer portion, Figure 4 (B), red rectangle. N.B these ribbons are
shorter in length than the ones formed statically, Figure 3 (B).
Comparing the two deposits (static, Figure 3, and ultrasonic
vibrating, Figure 4), following important conclusions may readily be
drawn:
Ribbons in Figure 3 (B) are longer than the ones in Figure 4 (B).
Rod-sphere stripes are present at the outer edge, Figure 3 (B),
contrary to the ultrasonic assisted deposits, Figure 4 (B).
There are more spheres at the outer edge in static case, Figure 3
(B), than in the ultrasonic assisted case, Figure 4 (B).
In addition, we observed rather close packed ribbons with
some spheres in between the arrays, Figure 4 (C). No preferential
orientation of the ribbons was observed. Interestingly, at the inner
end of the coffee-stain ring were found large clusters of spheres,
Figure 4 (D).
The lengths of the chains of gold nanorods were measured for
solutions of rod-sphere mixture by analyzing their SEM images.
• Page 2 of 7 •
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Figure 1: (A) UV-Vis spectrum of gold Nano rod suspension. (B) SEM image of the as prepared gold nanoparticles deposits. (C,D) A picture of coffee-stain
ring like deposits for static and ultrasonically vibrated droplets respectively.

Figure 2: SEM images gold nano rod-sphere mixture deposits obtained from the drying of droplets. Outer edge of the coffee-stain ring results from the static
drying (A,B) and from ultrasonic vibrations (C,D).
The calculated value of rods and spheres concentration is 1.8×1011/cm3 and 5.3×1010/cm3 respectively.
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Figure 3: SEM images of gold nano rod-sphere mixture deposits obtained from the drying of static droplet. (A) Overview of a portion of the coffee-stain ring.
Deposits in red, yellow, and dodger blue rectangles in (A) are enlarged in (B), (C), and (D) respectively.

Figure 4: SEM images of gold nano rod-sphere mixture deposits acquired from the dying of ultrasonically vibrated droplet A. (B-D): Magnified views of
various portions of the coffee-stain ring.

Figures 5 (A) and 5 (B) show the data acquired for the static and
ultrasonically vibrated substrate respectively. This is evident from
the figures that the average static chain length (473 nm) is longer
than average vibrating length (302 nm) supporting our previous
observations, Figure 4 (A) and 4 (B). Furthermore, the insets show
a larger image of the data in the histograms for chain lengths ≥ 1000
nm, clearly showing that the maximum length of the chains for the
Volume 8 • Issue 3 • 1000269

case of no ultrasonic agitation is much larger than the maximum
length of the chains otherwise, consistent with earlier observations.

Discussion
Droplets of gold rod-sphere mixture were dried under static
and ultrasonically vibrating conditions. The drying mechanism is
schematically shown in Figure 6. In dried deposits, phase separation
• Page 4 of 7 •
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Figure 5: Histograms showing lengths of the chains measured at the outer edge of the coffee-stain ring. (A) Data acquired for the static substrate, (B) Data
for the substrate vibrated ultrasonically. The insets show magnified images of the data in the histograms for ≥ 1000 nm chain lengths.
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of static (A) and ultrasonically vibrated (B) droplets on SiO2 substrate. Green dashed arrow represents subsequent
drying stages. Red line with peaks shows coffee stain like deposits after complete evaporation of solvent.
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Figure 7: Theoretical plots of depletion ( ), electrostatic ( ), van der Waals ( ) and total interaction ( ) for (A) Side-by-side oriented gold nanorods
(length=60 nm and width=8 nm) and (B) Sphere-sphere arrangement (diameter=35 nm).
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of droplet drying under ultrasonic vibrations, enhance collision rate of nanoparticles in suspension and thus facilitates
sterically induced phase separation.

of rod-sphere mixture was repeatedly observed in all samples. The
suspension used in this work is a bit more concentrated than one
reported previously [18].
In dense suspension, it is difficult to imagine so systematic selfseparated phases. We believe that mere convictive flow can induce
such effects between different shapes. Using theoretical models
of nano scale forces [18], it has been shown that the energetically
favorable (lowest energy~7.2 kT) position for nanorods in suspension
is the side-by-side aligned formation as depicted in Figure 7 (A) for
nanorods of length (60 nm) and width (8 nm). Owing to such strong
attractive interaction in suspension, nanorods are found everywhere
in the form of closed packed ribbons as revealed in all SEM images.
Likewise, the lowest energy (~5.7 kT) position for a sphere is possible
only with the identically curved surface in the vicinity of that sphere
as shown in Figure 7 (B). In this case, the average diameter of sphere
like particles is 35 nm.
It is even more fascinating to observe such shape dependent
deposits in stripes, Figure 3 (B). Formation of these stripes in the
absence of external forces/vibrations indicated that the flow rate
was induced due to the convictive gradient. Moreover, the current
towards the three phase contact line did not influence the flouting
rate of various shapes suspended in water. If it was not so, we would
not be able to see alternating stripes of rods and spheres so orderly
around the coffee-stain deposits. For that reason one expects such
superstructures of either shape approaching the contact line probably
at the similar rate, and eventually assembling and settling on the
surface. A thorough examination of various micro/nanographs
revealed that first pinning particles are always nanorods. This, owing
to the long length of nanorods, might be due to the maximum pinning
length to hold the contact line. The lowest energy arrangement for
nanorods is to orient themselves parallel to the contact line.
An important aspect considered for the shape separation effect
is the role of self-crafted surfactant molecules at the nanoparticles
surface. Such arrangements of stabilizing CTAB layers around the
gold nano rod and sphere like structure plays decisive role as soon
as these nanoparticles approaches close to each other in suspension.
It is well-known that on the side facets the CTAB molecules are
much more closely placed compared to their outer ends, owing to the
crystallographic orientation [45]. In fact, this is assumed to effectively
guide the anisotropic growth of the nanorods during their synthesis
[46]. As a result, when radially arranged surfactant molecules around
the nanospheres interact sterically with the densely covered surfactant
Volume 8 • Issue 3 • 1000269

molecules at the flat surface of the nanorods. Such arrangement of
sphere and rod is less probablesterically [18]. Furthermore, in a rodsphere mixture mechanical disturbance can assist such interaction
repeatedly, which allows to push even those spheres that are trapped
deeply among the dense population of nanorods.
For the ultrasonically agitated droplets, interesting phenomena
may arise from propagation of waves in the liquid medium. Key
importance can be given to the process known as acoustic streaming.
Such streaming waves originate from the dissipation of acoustic energy
which produces gradients in momentum that cause fluid currents45.
Ultrasonic vibrations enhance the effect of sterically induced phase
separation due to the collision of dissimilar arrangement of the
stabilizing layers around nanoparticles [18]. To be brief, steric
interaction is strongest in the presence of ultrasonic vibrations. The
dictating phase separation effect is observed in the present work,
demonstrating pronounced steric interactions especially in the case
vibrating droplet. The wave current prompted by the ultrasonic
vibration will also, in addition, provide enough energy to break the
ribbons like superstructure of nano rods formed in suspension.
It has been reported recently [47] that ultrasonic vibrations
enhance the effect of crystallization in pharmaceutical constituents.
The vibrations induced by ultrasonic agitation will generate
fluctuations which increases collision frequency of nanoparticles
within the droplet. As a result, the stabilized layers of surfactant
molecules interact more efficiently. Consequently, spheres push out
from the areas where rods are present in high concentration. The
whole mechanism described above is illustrated in Figure 8.

Conclusion
Rod-sphere mixture of gold nano rods is investigated under
ultrasonic and static conditions upon complete evaporation. The
static self-assembled phase separation at the outer, middle, and inner
regions of the coffee-stain like deposits agrees well with the previous
work. In case of ultrasonic vibrations, the effect of steric interaction
of adsorbed surfactant molecules at various facets of nano-crystals
(stabilizing layers around nanoparticles) will stimulate phase
separation effect with the adjacent particles. These observations are
important and significant to assess the claim reported elsewhere18,
where it is emphasize that steric interaction induces phase separation
of nanoparticles. In this work, we observed that ultrasonic vibration
allows nanoparticles to interact repeatedly in suspension during
ultrasonic fluctuations, consequently induces distinct shape
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separation effect. These observations can be helpful in nano/micro
shape-separation as well as in many other relevant prospective
applications.
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